
Long range laser photocell system by distance ranging operation

Distance meter based photocell system with reflector

Reflex surface
with 1x1 meter
area and special 
coating

Ship with 
unknown height

Laser beam

Laser distance meter
Range 4000 meter to 
reflex surfaces.
Speed is 1000 Hz and 
accuracy sub meter

Distances up to 4000 meter

Normal operation is that the distance meter measure the distance to the reflex surface
If there is a boat this will give an other distance or interupt the beam and there is no reading

Laser distance meter

One side of  the area , Transmitter side

Laser distance meter with out door encapsulation in a stain less  steel  box. This is 
installed on a mast or tower at correct height so beam is parallel to the water 
surface.

The distance meter can measure up to 4000 meter in distance to special a reflex surface
The distance meter  measures the distance to the opposite side reflex surface at up to 

1000 times per sec. Distance data are evaluated and if there is an object in path we 
generate an alarm. Objects cuts the beam or change the distance. This makes 
system fail  safe as disturbed 

measurements will always generate an alarm.
Data are evaluated by a microprocessor in side the unit and if there is an interruption of 

beam  the alarm is activated by a relay. The distance meter data can also be 
checked over a RS 232  communication port.

Beam divergence is about  2 mRad so beam is 2 meter in diameter at 1000 meter in 
distance.
Laser beam in invisible and eye safe class 1 In fog and bad weather the  invisible beam 

penetrate atmosphere better than eyes and in some cases up to twice the visible 
range.

The distance meter is a time of flight distance meter with out door encapsulation.
Dimensions  are 200x200x400mm
Input voltage 12 Volt AC max 4 A
IP 54 outdoor encapsulation in stainless steel
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Encapsulation have an integrated bracket for alignment and a camera which is calibrated 
that  is used to align the invisible laser beam.
Output a relay which get open when there is an alarm.

Other side of area receiver   side
Reflector array by special reflex tape
Dimensions 1x1 meter
Mounted on an aluminium sheet
No electricity is needed here.

Advantages
The distance meter   can give a very good range to a reflex target . This is possible in less 
perfect  optical sight.
We check the fixed range for larger deviations so system give s an alarm if out of 
alignment.
If the object gives a very bad reflex we still  will se the reflex array and drop signal and this 
gives an alarm.
If object gives a good reflex it is closer than the end reflex target and the distance cause 
an alarm over the relays.
This logic is simple and clear.

Options

Distances meters with up to 25000 meter in range
Integrated cameras  showing what caused the alarm
IP address and internet interface by  standard browser

  
Out door encapsulation of special EX approved design in hazardous areas.
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